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ABSTRACT 
This note is the first part of consecutive two papers concerning with a length function and Dema- 
zure operators for the complex reflection group W = G(e, 1 1 n). In this first part. we study the word 
problem on W based on the work of Bremke and Malle [BM]. We show that the usual length func- 
tion /ior) associated to a given generator set S is completely described by the function n(ic,). in- 
troduced in [BM], associated to the root system of IV 
In the second part, we will study the Demazure operators of IV on the symmetric algebra. We 
define a graded space Hw in terms of Demazure operators, and show that Hw is isomorphic to the 
coinvariant algebra SW. which enables us to define a homogeneous basis on Sir, parametrized by 
1,’ E w. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
In [BM], Bremke and Malle constructed a certain root system associated to a 
complex reflection group W = G(e, 1, n), and defined a length function 
n : W + N imitating the usual definition of the length function of Coxeter 
groups in terms of root systems. We regard Was a subgroup of GL( V) for a 
unitary space I’. Let S(V) be the symmetric algebra over V, and we define the 
coinvariant algebra SW associated to Was a graded algebra S( V)/Zw, where ZW 
is an ideal generated by W-invariant homogeneous elements of positive degree. 
They showed in their paper that (*) the polynomial CH,EW y”(“‘) E Z[q] coin- 
cides with the Poincare polynomial Pw(q) associated to the graded algebra SW, 
which is a natural generalization of the well-known result in the case of Coxeter 
groups. However, in the case of complex reflection groups, the usual length 
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function e : W + N (defined as the minimal number of generators s E S ex- 
pressing MI E W, where S is a certain set of generators given in 1.1) does not 
coincide with the function n. They showed that n(w) 2 4!(~t) for any w E W, and 
proved several fundamental properties which hold equally for n(w) and Y(u,). 
However, the relation between these two functions is not so clear. 
In this note we try to reformulate the results in [BM] by emphasizing the re- 
lationship between these two functions. In particular, in Theorem 1.11, we give 
a criterion for a reduced expression of \V by using the function n(u)) as follows: 
let )V = s;, . . . si, be an expression of u’ with si,, E S. Then the expression of it’ is 
reduced (i.e., I = 4) if and only if the following inequalities hold: 
n(s;<, . . . sr, ) > a<, I .s;,) > > n(q). 
This shows that the function n(c~) plays a similar role as in the case of Coxeter 
groups for the determination of B(iv). Using this criterion, we can deduce sev- 
eral properties of the function e(w), without appealing to the explicit knowl- 
edge of e(w), from the corresponding properties of n(w) by looking at the root 
system. 
We understand that such properties of P(w) are directly obtained without 
difficulty by using the explicit description of [(iv) given in [BM]. However, we 
hope that our approach will give a step towards the general theory of complex 
reflection groups. 
In the last part of Section 1, we characterize the function n(u)) as the function 
which is as close to [(IV) as possible, and which satisfies the formula (*) as 
above, independently from the choice of the root system. Note that in contrast 
to the case of Coxeter groups, the definition of the root system is not canonical, 
so nor is n(iv). 
I. LENGTH FUNCTIONS FOR G(e,l,n) 
1.1. For a fixed e > 1, let W = G(e, 1.n) c GL( V) be the complex reflection 
group on the unitary space V = C”. Then W is isomorphic to S, K (Z/eZ)“, 
where S, is the symmetric group of degree n. The eiement IV E W is written 
uniquely as n’ = CZ, with P E S, and z = (21 (. . . , z,,) E (Z/eZ)“. In what follows, 
we identify elements zi in Z/eZ with integers 0 5 zi 5 e - 1. We fix a set 
S = {st = t,s2, . . .s,} of generators of W, where s; (2 5 i < n) is a transposi- 
tion (i, i - 1) E S,, and t = (l,O, . . . ,0) E (Z/eZ)n is a complex reflection of 
order e. The diagram of W with respect to S is given as follows. 
B,(‘) : @ M------a_0 
t s2 s3 sn-I s?I 
The length function ! : W 4 N is defined as in the case of Coxeter groups, i.e., 
for each w E W, C(w) denotes the smallest number 4 such that 1~ is expressed as 
a product \V = si, s;,, of s;~ E S. 
1.2. In [BM], Bremke and Malle constructed a root system for Wand defined a 
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new length function N : W + N associated to it. They proved fundamental 
properties of the function n(w). In particular, they showed 
(1.2.1) ([BM, Proposition 3.121). The polynomial C,,,tw q”“” E Z[q] coincides 
with the Poincare polynomial Pw(q) associated to the coinvariant algebra St+, 
of S( I’) with respect to W. 
Note that, however, the definition of the root system is in some sense artificial 
and so the function ~(14~) is not canonical. In fact, in [lot. cit.] they constructed 
one more length function associated to another type of root system, which also 
enjoys the property concerning with Pw(q). 
In this section, we reformulate the results in [BM] by emphasizing the re- 
lationship with the length function e(n)). Our main result shows that the func- 
tion e(rv) can be described by the information obtained from I. We shall also 
give a characterization of n(w), apart from the use of root system, just by fun- 
damental properties of the function E(M~). 
1.3. We now begin with the construction of the root system and associated 
length function, following [BM]. Note that the notion of root systems asso- 
ciated to a complex reflection group is already given in the work of Cohen [Cl. 
The new ingredient in their approach is its partition into positive and negative 
roots, which is crucial for the definition of n(n,). In the following we give a def- 
inition of the root system associated to W by slightly modifying the original 
one. 
We consider a set X = {e!“’ 1 1 < i 5 n, a E Z/rZ}. One can define an action 
of Won J’by 1,’ e!“) = ecUtz” I fli,j for )V = (TZ. By an analogy with the root system 
of type B,, we express an element (e!Ni. c)“)) E X x X as e!“) - e;“) in the case 
where i # j. We define a root system @ associated to W by 
@, = {&+“) - L;(h) 11 <i,j<n,i#j,a,bEZ/eZ}. 
@., = X = {e,(O) 1 1 I i 5 n. u E Z/eZ}. 
The elements in @I (resp. Gs) are called long roots (resp. short roots) as in the 
case of root systems of type B,,. We shall define a grading Us = @O u. . JJ @Cd-~ 
as follows. Set 
@,,0 = {e!“’ - Ci(h’ E @, 1 i > j, n = 0} U {e!“) - pi”) E @I / i < j, h # 0). 
@,,, = {$) - $“’ 15 Qi/ ) i > j.a # 0} U {c/“’ - e(“’ E @I 1 i < j,h = O}. 
andforO<uIe-1,set 
5ZjY,, = {c!“’ E Gs ( 1 < i < n}. 
Then by putting QU = @/.‘1 u @,v.,, we get a grading on Qj. (Here @I.~, is regarded as 
the empty set if a 2 2). In the case of long roots we have 91 = @/.o U ~01.1 and 
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@/,I = -@/.e, where for cr = P!“) - ej”’ E @I, we put --Q = c;“’ - e/“‘. An element 
cy in Ql.0 (resp. @,,I) is called a positive (resp. negative) root and is expressed as 
cy > 0 (resp. a < 0), respectively. For a E @I, we define the support of (L 
(denoted by supp CY) by the unordered pair (i.j) if o = e!“’ - e;“. We now in- 
troduce a subset L? = L’, u ~2~ in C&J by 
Note that the set R is in bijection with the set of hyperplanes in Vattached to 
various reflections in W, and plays the role of positive roots in our root system. 
It is clear from the construction that Watts on @ preserving the subsets @I and 
@s. 
Wedefineafunctionv:@+ {O,l,..., r-l}byz@)=aifp~@belongsto 
@,,. We call V(P) the height of 0. Now the length function n : W -+ N is defined, 
for each $V E W, by 
(1.3.1) n(u,) = c 
<jt 1) 
Remark 1.4. Our root system, as well as its grading, is essentially the same as 
the one given in [BM, 3A]. However, instead of using the partition of @ into 
positive and negative roots, we define n(w) by using a function V. In [BM], the 
function H(W) is defined as the cardinality of 0 E R such that iv(p) becomes 
negative. Incidentally they used certain sets @,l and 0,: similar to our sets @,, and 
QS2,, but bigger than ours (@I and G, are the same). Now it is easy to check that 
our function n(~) coincides with the length function constructed in [BM, 3A]. 
Note that the function n(w) (resp. P(~v)) in our paper is denoted in [BM] by [(HI) 
(resp. I(w)), respectively. 
1.5. We consider the set S-’ = {s(, . ..~A} with si = si’. Then the set S-’ also 
gives a presentation of Was in the diagram in 1.1. We define a function [‘(cr) in 
a similar way as in the case of t(w), but replacing S by SP’. Then it is clear that 
(1.5.1) e’(w) = e(w-‘) 
for any to E W. On the other hand, one can define a new action of Won X = 
{c!“)} by ,,‘ * e!“’ = cj;,;“’ f or tr = 0:. It induces an action of Won Sp, where the 
action of s( on @ coincides with the previous action of s; for each i. We define a 
function n’ : W + N as in (1.3. l), but replacing IV(B) = M’ p by the new action 
)V * /?. Then the following formula holds. For each 1~‘ E W, we have 
(1.5.2) n’(i~) = n(&). 
In fact, take (~0 = e!‘) - e,“’ E RI and assume that ~3 * QO = ,!:I) - e;,“. First 
(0) suppose that i’ >j’. Then for N = pi - e!“’ E L?,, we see that IV * N < 0 if and 
only if a # 0. On the other hand, for fl’= e,!” - e;,“’ E Q,, we see also that 
PV-t(p) < 0 if and only if a # 0. Next suppose that i’ <j’. Then for Q E Q, as 
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above, we have w * o < 0 if and only if x = e - h. On the other hand, for 
$ = e;? - e/!‘) E RI, we see that w -’ (p) < 0 if and only if y = e - a. This shows 
that for a pair (iJ) and (i/J’) as above, 
fl{cu E a, ( supp o! = (i,j), w * cy < O} = o{p E R/ / supp B = (i’.j’), lY’(ijj) < 0). 
Furthermore, if ‘v* e,(O) = c;‘“‘, then we have w - ’ ((;I”)) = e!“‘. Hence Y(M’ * ej”) = 
V( w -’ (T:“)). (1.52) follows from these observations. 
To each s E S U S-l, we associate an element Q,~ E R by 
i 
(0) if s = t or s = t-l, 
o., = Z\Oi 
I _ e,(o) ,_, ifs=s;(2<iIn) 
The set A = {Q, 1 s E S} is called the set of simple roots in @. 
The following two lemmas are proved in [BM]. Note that Lemma 1.7 follows 
from Lemma 1.6 in view of (1.5.2) once we notice that Lemma 1.6 holds also 
for n’(w) and that the condition ‘t’-’ * e,(O) E @.V,p_’ is equivalent to that 
~v-‘(e/‘)) E @.,.I. 
Lemma 1.6 ([BM, Proposition 3.171). Let ~1 E Wands E S. Then 
(i) Zf s = t, we huve 
n(ws) = 
C 
n(w) - (e - 1) if ‘z’(o,) E Qs+‘, 
n(w) + 1 if ~(a,,) $ Q5.+~. 
(ii) Jffs = si (2 < i 5 n), we have 
i 
n(w) + 1 if ‘~(a,~) E RI, 
n(W) = 
n(w) + (e - 1) if ~(a,~) E Q/.0\ RI, 
n(w) - 1 if M’(Q.~) E -Q,, 
\ n(wl) - (e - 1) if ‘v(cY,~) E @/.‘\ (-n,). 
The similar formulas also holdfor n’( M’S). 
Lemma 1.7 ([BM, Corollary 3.181). Let w E Wands E S. Then 
(i) rfs = t, we have 
n(sw) = 
{ 
n(w) - (e - 1) if ‘K’(o,) E @.,,I, 
n(w) + 1 if ~3~’ (Q,~) $! Qs.‘. 
(ii) [f’s = s; (2 5 i < n), we have 
( n(w) + 1 if ‘~~-‘(cy.~) E Q(21, 
n(w) = 
I 
n(w) + (e - 1) if w-‘(a,) E @l.o\ Q,, 
n(w) - 1 if use’ E -(I,, 
[ n(w) - (e - 1) if n~~‘(cy,) E @PI,‘\ (-RI) 
The similar formulas also holdfor n’(su!). 
1.8. For each s E S, let X, be the set of o E @ such that y(o) # v(s(D)). The set 
X, is explicitly given as follows. 
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t”*“) ” = 
{el(“)IOLale-1) if s = t, 
{zk(e!“) - e,(_h)l)[ a = h = 0 or c/b # 0} if s = si (2 5 i 5 12). 
Let s = (s;, 3 s;~, 3 s;,) be a sequence of sir E S. We define an associated se- 
quence 7, = (27 3 T2, . T,) consisting of subsets of @ by 
(1.8.2) Tk = +,;’ . A;;!, (&) 
for 1 5 k < y. We also set Ii = (T,“, Tf, . , T,“), where Tf = Tk n R. Note 
that if we put i1.k = xjk sjl , si, for each k, we see easily from the definition that 
Tf is the set of o E G such that n’~-_ 1 (a) and s;~ il’k I (cy) have different heights. 
In the following discussion, we call TA a long type (resp. a short type) if sii E 
(~1. . : s,,} (resp. s,, = t). The set Tf is described as follows. 
(1.8.3) If Tk is of short type, then T,,!’ = {e;“)} for somej. Hence we have (Tf = 
1. If Tk is of long type, then either Tf = {e!“’ - e/“‘} for some (i.j) and b, or 
Tt = {e!” - e;“‘I x # 6) for some (i,,j) and b. In particular, lT:l = 1 in the 
former case and / TFI = e - 1 in the latter case. 
In the case where Tk is of long type, we define the support of T!+ or Tt by the 
support of any Q in Th-. 
Let 9 = (Z/22 x @I) JJ(Z/eZ x 9,). We define an action of Won !@ by 
II‘ (E, 0) = (E + v(w(a)) - u(a), w(a)) (11’ E w, (E,(l) E !q> 
where the height v(M(Q)) is regarded as an element in Z/22 or Z/eZ according 
as (Y E @I or o E @jr. For each o E @, we define an integer e(o) by e((v) = 2 (resp. 
t’(o) = e) if Q E @, (resp. cr E @,?). Then in the case where ii’ = s E S, we can 
write 
(1.8.4) s.(E,~) = (E+~~(s,~),(s:o)) 
for (E, o) E @, where n(s, a) is an element in Z/e(o)Z defined by rl(.s. CJ) = 
IX, n {Q}I. Now for a sequence s as above, we define an integer IZ(S.CY) by 
n(s,ck) = d{k I cy E Tk}, and let n(s. 0) be an element in Z/e(cr)Z given by 
~I(s, CY) s n(s, (1) (mod e(a)). Then we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 1.9. Let s = (s;, , s;?. : ,s;,) mdput IIS = si,.s;,,_, . s;, E W. Then HXJ huve 
(1.9.1) 11’ (E, a) = (& -f Tj(S, N), w(a)) 
In particular, n(s, cv) depends only on \v module e(o), und not on the *sequence s. 
Proof. We shall prove the lemma by induction on q. The case q = 1 follows 
from (1.8.4). We assume that the lemma holds for q - 1. Put s’ = (s;, . . sic, , ) 
and IV = s;,,_, . . s;,. Then 7, = (IS!. T(,) with T, = H~‘~‘(X,J. Now by induc- 
tion hypothesis and (1.8.4), we have 
M’ (E, C?) = S,<, (E + q(s’, Ck), 1V’(Cx)) 
= (E + n(s’, 0) + rj(sjcf, In’), W(Q)). 
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But since 
‘rt(s;,, W’(O)) = IX,,,, n {vv’(~))I = IT, n {aIll 
we have ~(s’,Q) + v(siy: us’(o)) = n(s.o). Hence (1.9.1) holds also for 4 and 
Lemma 1.9 is verified. 0 
1.10. Let s = (si,. . s;,). We say that s is reduced if 1~‘ = s,~,s;, ~, si, is a re- 
duced expression. We put rvk = silsii , . . .s,, for each k( 1 5 k 2 q). Then it is 
clear that s is reduced if and only if 
P(N>‘,) > k( M; , ) > . > e( 11’1 ). 
Analogously, we say that s is (left) @-reduced if s satisfies the following in- 
equalities. 
n(w,) > n(w_ ,) > > n(w,). 
We can now state our main result in this section, which gives the connection 
between the two length functions P(cr) and n(~). The following theorem is 
regarded as a counterpart for the group G(e, 1, n) of the well-known result in 
the case of Coxeter groups, where the length function is described by the func- 
tion like n(nt) defined in terms of root systems. Our proof, especially the use of 
the sequences 7, was inspired from the discussion in Bourbaki ([B, IV, $1. 
Lemme 21). 
Theorem 1.11. Let s = (s;,, .s;,) und 7, = (TI,. . T(,). 7,” = (TF.. ~ T,“) 
he the sequences associated to s. Let w = s;,, . . s;, undput ~‘k = sii si, as heftire. 
Then thefollowing statements are equivalent. 
(i) The sequence s is reduced. 
(ii) The sequence s is @-reduced. 
(iii) For any Q E Q, \c’e huve 
(iv) In I,“, allof I t te To f I x C? ong type are mutuully disjoint NS subsets Qf’R If T,” 
and TA! huve the xtme support, then ) T: 1 = 1 and 1 Tt,!? 1= e - 1. [f T: is of short 
type, its multiplicity in ‘T,” is less than e. More precisely, assume that Tf = {e;“‘} 
,fbr some j. Then the multiplicity of Tf coincides ,i*ith I/(I~‘(L’:~))). 
The proof of the theorem will be given in 1.12 N 1.17. Here we prepare some 
notation. For each i (2 5 i 5 n), we define t; E W by tj = .sisi 1 .sZt.s, . . .Y,-~s~. 
Then t I maps e!“) to e!“’ ‘I, and leaves e!“’ unchanged if j # i Moreover, we 
have t,t, = t, t; for any 1. j. 
I . 
First we show the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 1.12. Let M’ = s;, . . s;, he an expression qf W. Assume that IV ‘(cY,~) < 0 
.fbr CI long root Q, E A Then sw is obtainedfrom the expression sf vv by removing 
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one,factor s;,, and by permuting the factors t in between s;~ and sil +, with otherfac- 
tars. In particular, we have !(src) 5 P(w) - 1. 
Proof. Let a. = e!O) - e!” J I ,~ ,. Since w’(cY,~) < 0, there exists an integer k such 
that 
s,; , . .s;;‘(a,J > 0. s,;’ .s,;‘(n,) < 0. 
Let /? = s;;J, . . . sl; ‘(cx.~) and j = i/i. S’ 
e(O) _ e,(O) 
mce 0 E X, n Qpl.0, p has the form 0 = 
.I ., _ , or p = e,(T)’ - (‘I ei with ah # 0. 
First assume that fi = e!‘) - e(O) - o.. Then we have s:-’ I /-I - J, ‘kil ‘. .S;,‘(N.s) = (1 ,A,> 
and so 
“i,‘, + . . s,;‘ss;,, Sjl _ , = Sji 
This implies that SIV = s;,, . . sh i , sQ , . s;, , and the lemma holds in this case. 
Next assume that 3 = e!“’ - e@’ 1-I / with ah # 0. Then 0 is written as p = 
h t;<, tj (-a+), and we have 
(1.12.1) si,;, . .,,‘(a,,) = t/?‘t;(-cy,.,). 
Let w’ = sic, . . . s,, _, Then one can find W” such that 
(1.12.2) W’ = w”tjy; tj-h, 
where W” is obtained from the expression of W’ by removing 2e - (a + h) 
factors which are equal to t. In fact, since it”-’ (e/O’) = ej!“, there exist 
subexpressions U, v of W’ such that W’ = utv and that V(U-‘(e/O’)) = 0, 
v(f-‘U-‘(e!oi)) = e - 1. Then r_-‘(ej-‘)) = e;T\, and we have v-‘tu = tj-‘. This 
implies that ‘11’ = u’uti_ I. Repeating this procedure e - a times for {,_ I and e - h 
times for tj, we get (1.12.2). 
NOW (1.12.1) implies that 
11’ I- I SW = t f’_ 1 t,"Sj tlTh 5---'; 
Hence SK” = w”s.t.Pht-” 
lJ 
.,_,, and we have 
S,,‘ = ‘1”’ 4 -0 'Sjti tj_IS;, 'AY,~_, . ..Si.. 
Since s;~ = s,, by making use of the relation Si!i_‘sj = tJ, we see that 
S t 'ht,y] Sii = tic: Siti:'; Si = ,Sjtjl': Sjt,-_hl --u mh 
I/ 
=ti tip,. 
It follows that 
Now by converting the process obtaining W” from w’, we can change wt’ti-utj-_hl 
to w& where ‘VI, is obtained from w = sic, xi, by permuting some factors 
which are equal to t with others. Then SW’ is written as SW = WAS,, _, . . . s;, . The 
lemma holds also in this case. Cl 
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Lemma 1.13. Let w = s;, . . . si, be an expression of w. Assume that w -’ ((Y,~) E Qs, 
for a short root N, E A. Then SW is obtainedfrom the expression of w by removing 
e - 1 factors which are equal to t. In particular, [(SW) < !(M!) - (e - 1). 
Proof. By assumption, CY,~ = e,(O). Since w P’(a.Y) E Gs,‘, there exists an integer k 
such that 
(1.13.1) s,,:, . . .s,;i’(cu,) E @,Q. s;‘s;~, .s;‘(a,J E Q, r,‘. 
We choose k as small as possible. It follows from (1.13.1) that .Y;;:, .s~;‘(N,~) = 
(21 
PI and that s;~ = t. Then we have 
-I s s ~’ ts;, . . . Sji + , = t, Ii + I I<, 
and so 
(1.13.2) tul = s;, . . sil I , ts;, . . s;, = s,,, . sil *I ?.T;~ , s;, 
since s;,, = t. If e = 2, the lemma follows from (1.13.2). So we assume that e 2 3. 
Now let U’ = s;, . . . sin +, . By (1.13.1) we have u,~‘((Y,~) E Qs,~. Then there exists an 
integer m > k such that 
s,, 1 , . s ,;‘((Yg) E @x0. s;,‘s,‘, .s;;‘(a,J E @.,.e- I. 
Hence we haves,;:, .s;;‘(cy,,) = e,(O) ands;,,! = t. Since ~-‘t -‘(Q,~) E @,,,o, ifwe 
put U( = s;,,, , .S;i+,t2S;k , . . .Si,, we have u(-’ (e\“) E @$,I. Hence by applying 
the previous argument to u[, and using the minimality of k, we have a similar 
formula as (1.13.2), 
tUi =Sj,,,_, . ..Sil+.t3Sjr_, . ..S.,. 
It follows from this that 
t’2: = s,,, . . s ,,,, , s;,,, , . Sjl + ,t 3.T;i , . . . s;, . 
We assume that e 2 4 by the same reason as before. If we put ~2 = s;,, s,<>?, , 
Ji,,,- , . . S ,k + , , we have UT’ ( Q,~) E @, F.3. and the previous argument can be applied 
to this situation by replacing U’ by ~2. Repeating this procedure for u’ . a, . 
finally we reach to an element u = u,_ 1 such that 
ru’ = Ut’S;i ~, si, = USja , . s;, , 
where u is obtained from s;, . . . sB, , by removing e - 2 factors which are equal 
to t. This proves the lemma. 0 
As a corollary to Lemma 1.12 and Lemma 1.13, we have the following result, 
which gives the implication (i) + (ii) in the theorem. 
Corollary 1.14. Assume that s = (s;, , . . s;,) is reduced. Then s is @-reduced. 
Proof. Suppose that s is not @-reduced. Then there exists an integer k such that 
n(w’k+~ ,) < n(wk). (Note that by Lemma 1.7, n(w,+‘) # n(w,) for any i). Here 
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M++ I = srt’k for s E S. Again by Lemma 1.7, we see that IV~‘(CI~) E Q1.t if cr,$ is a 
long root, and n’il (Q,) E Qp,,r if CU,~ is a short root. Then Lemma 1.12 or Lemma 
1.13 implies that JJ(src)k) < P(t+). Hence s is not reduced. 0 
1.15. We shall prove the implication (ii) + (iii) in the theorem. Take 1~ E W 
and assume that n(srr) > n(rr) for s E S. Let X, be as in (1.8.1). We show that 
(1.15.1) For any o E Q, we have V(SIV(Q)) > v(u(cv)) 
For this, it is enough to show the following. 
(1.15.2) { 
(IV(~) n X,) n CD,,, = 0 if CY, is a long root, 
(n(Q) n Jr’\) n @,+, = B if CY,~ is a short root. 
First consider the case where o, is a long root. Let s = s, (2 5 i < II). Since 
n(srr) > not,), we have MS -‘(u,~) E Q, or TV’ E @,,o\Q, by Lemma 1.7. We 
consider these two cases separately. First assume that I~~‘(cY~) E Q,. Then 
\t’- 1 (a,) = $0’ - ej”) for some a, with j > k. We have ,t(,(” - ej“) = c;“‘- 
e/‘T”) for any X. This implies that n(0) n AY, = {e/O) - c!“, } c @,,o, and we get 
(1.15.2). Next assume that II’-’ E @,.o\C?,. Then ~~‘~~‘(o,~) = e,(“) - eih) with 
j < k, h # 0. In this case, we have rr(ej”) - c;.“) = e,‘I’;’ - P!-‘~“) for any X. Since 
-h # 0, this implies that 
Again we get (1.152). 
Next consider the case where a,, is a short root, i.e., the case where s = t. 
Since n(sn~) > n(~%), it follows from Lemma 1.7 that I-c~‘((Y~) = ri(“’ E @,Y,l for 
some j. This implies that a(p,‘oi) = c/~“’ cf CD’,.,,_ ], and so (IV(Q) n X5) n 
@,., .I = 8. Hence (1.15.2) holds in this case. 
Thus we have verified (1.15.2), and so (1.15.1) holds. Now it is clear that the 
statement (ii) in the theorem implies the statement (iii). 
1.16. We shall prove the implication (iii) + (iv) in the theorem. Assume that 
the sequence s = (s;,. . .s;,,) satisfies the condition (iii) in the theorem. First 
consider Tk of short type. Then by (1.8.3), and by our assumption, Tf coincides 
with the set {e/O’} for somej such that v(Iv~(,:‘))) > Y(MIX ~ I (c;“)). Hence, for a 
fixedj, the cardinality of k satisfying the above property is less than e. Since the 
height increases one by one, it is clear that this cardinality coincides with 
+‘($‘)). 
Next consider Tk of long type. By our assumption T: is expressed as Tt = 
{a E f2 1 ICX(CV) < O}. But, by the condition (iii), for a given N E 52 there exists 
at most one k where the height changes. This means that all the T: are mutually 
disjoint. 
Finally we show that if 1 TfI = IT$I = 1, then Tf and Tf, have different sup- 
ports. In fact, suppose that I TF1 = I Ti) = 1 and that T[ and T: have the same 
(0) support, say (j,m). Let s = sil, s’ = sii,, and put CY,~ = e, _ eJO) !. I’ a,,, x e.(O)- I’ 
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e,(,‘! ,. Then we have ~i’(a,~) = ej”’ - ek’ and w;~(cY,~,) = e(O) - eif’) for some 
a’ # a. We may assume that k’ > k. Then, for ,/J = e/“) - e!:” E R, we have 
LVk, (p) = e/y) - ef_y ‘)E cDl.0. But since swk(/3) E @,,I, this contradicts the fact 
that the height increases. Hence if Tk and Tp have the same support, we must 
have 1 Tfl = 1 and 1 Tfi 1 = e - 1, as asserted. So, the sequence s satisfies the 
condition (iv). 
1.17. We shall prove the implication (iv) + (i) in the theorem. Let S,,. be the set 
of all the sequences s = (s;, . . . . , sic,) such that w = sj,, .s;, and that s satisfies 
the condition (iv). We fix s E S,,., and let Q,. be the set of N E Q such that 
rl(s, o) # 0. Then we have n(s, cx) = 1 for a long root o E a,,., since all the Tk! are 
disjoint by our assumption. Also, we have n(s, o) < e - 1 for a short root 
cr E Q,,. by our assumption. Now by Lemma 1.9, n(s, cx) depends only on 1% 
modulo e(o). This implies that the set & is independent of the choice of s E S,,.. 
The number n(s, o) for o E R,,. is also independent of s, which we denote by 
n(w, a). We note that 
(1.17.1) The cardinality q of 7,” is independent of the choice of s E S,,.. 
In fact, if cy is a short root in Q,,., n(w, a) gives the multiplicity of T,_f such that 
T: = {a}. Let Q be a long root in fl,$,. Then the cardinality of /I in Q,,, such that 
R has the same support as cx is either 1, e - 1 or e by the condition (iv). If the 
cardinality is 1 of e - 1, this determines a unique Tt in 7,“. If it is e, this de- 
termines two elements Tf and T$ in 7,” having the same support. In this way, 
all the Tf are constructed from G,,. and n(w, a), and their cardinality is uniquely 
determined. Hence (1.17.1) holds. 
Now the previous argument (Corollary 1.14, 1.15 and 1.16) shows that S,,. 
contains a reduced sequence s’. Hence the constant value q in (1.17.1) coincides 
with C(w), and any element s in S,,. is reduced. This proves (iv) + (i). 
The proof of the theorem is now complete. 
Remark 1.18. For a sequence s = (s;,! . . , si,), we can also consider a right 
@-reduced sequence defined by the following property: 
Then we have the following right version of the theorem. 
(1.18.1) The sequence s is reduced if and only if it is right @-reduced. 
In fact, the proof of the theorem works without change for n’(w) and P’(bt,) 
considered with the generator system S- ‘. Then (1.18.1) follows easily from 
(1.51) and (1.52). 
As a corollary of the theorem, we have the following result, where the in- 
equality for length functions already appears in [BM, Corollary 3.111. 
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Corollary 1.19. Assume that w = siq . s;, is a reduced expression. Then we have 
n(w) = f? IT:1 
k=l 
In particular, n(w) > .f(w)for any w E W. 
1.20. Several properties of the length function Y(n) are deduced from that of 
n(w) by making use of the theorem. First we note that there exists a unique 
element rvo in W such that n(wo) has the maximal value. This follows from the 
property of Poincare polynomials in view of (1.2.1), (see also (1.31.2)). The ele- 
ment wo is characterized by the property that M?O(CY) E @,,I (resp. M/O(~) E Gs_ 1 
if cy E Q, (resp. o E O,V). Then we have the following. 
(1.20.1) The element wg is the unique element such that !(wo) has the maximal 
value. 
In fact, let u’0 = Si,, . . . s;, be a reduced expression, and (TF, . . . , T,“) be the 
associated sequence. Then for each pair (i-j), there exists exactly two TF and 
Ti of support (i,j) such that 1 Tfl = 1 and 1 Til = e - 1. Moreover, each T$ of 
short type has multiplicity e - 1. Clearly, this property characterizes 1~0. Hence 
(1.20.1) follows. 
The following results give counterparts of Lemma 1.6 and Lemma 1.7 to the 
function e(w), which are shown in [BM, (3.9), (3.10)]. 
Lemma 1.21. Let w E Wands E S. Then 
(i) Ifs = t, then 
e(ws) = 
{ 
e(w) - (e - 1) if )~(a,) E @s,r_l, 
P(w) + 1 if w( Q,~) 6 Qs+ 1 
(ii) rfs = s, (2 5 i 5 n), then 
Lemma 1.22. Let w E Wands E S. Then 
(i) Ifs = t, then 
e(.ybtl) = 
{ 
t(w) - (e - 1) if M~~‘(cY.~) E Qs.t, 
e(n)) + 1 if )I’~’ (au,) f$ Qs,t. 
(ii) rfs = si (2 5 i 2 n), then 
e(sw) = 
e(w) + 1 if w~~(cx,) E @l.o, 
e(w) - 1 if W-‘(~2,) E @/,, 
Proof. We show Lemma 1.22. Then Lemma 1.21 follows easily from it by using 
the argument in (1.5). Let w = Si,, . St, be a reduced expression. We consider 
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the case where s = t. Assume that ~-‘(a,~) $ @$.I. Then the sequence s’ = 
(s;,, . . , s;, , s) is @-reduced by Lemma 1.7. Hence s’ is reduced by the theorem, 
and we have [(sw) = e(w) + 1. Next assume that w -’ (a,) E Qp,,t. Put u” = S~V. 
Then for each i (1 5 i < e - 2), we see that (s’w’))‘(a,) $ @,s,i. The above ar- 
gument then shows that [(w’) + (e - 1) = e(w). Hence the lemma holds also in 
this case. The proof for the case (ii) is similar. 0 
The following proposition, which is a consequence of the theorem together 
with Lemma 1.12 and Lemma 1.13, gives an analogue of the deletion condition 
(e.g. [Hu, 1.71) in the case of Coxeter groups. 
Proposition 1.23. Assume that w = siy s;, is not reduced. Then one of the.fol- 
lowing two cases occurs. 
(i) There exists two integers k, m (1 < k < m < q) such that MI has an es- 
pression w = .~L . s;,,, + ,w’sjl , sj,, wlhere w’ is obtained from the expression 
si,,, , s;,,, 2 . . $;A + , by permuting factors which are equal to t with others. 
(ii) The expression of w coincides with the subexpression of’s;,, s,, obtained 
by removing e factors which are equal to t. 
1.24. For each subset J of S, we define a parabolic subgroup W, of W as 
the subgroup generated by s E J. Then WJ is a direct product of various groups 
of type B$ or A,,_ 1 with 1 < m < n. Hence one can associate to each J 
a root system @J and its subset tiJ. We can identify @J and flJ, as well as 
its 
4 {e!’ 
rading, as a subset of @ and 0, respectively. (We identify the subset 
- e(O) E @I 1 1 5 i,j I n} with the root system of type A,_ I). Let !J be the 
length function on WJ defined by the set J, and let nJ be the function on WJ 
defined by @J, similar to e and n on W, respectively. Then we have the following 
proposition. (The case for n(w) is given in [BM, Proposition 3.11). 
Proposition 1.25. Let w = siy . . . s;, be a reduced expression. Assume that w E WJ. 
Then each s;,. is contained in J. Moreover, for such w, we have 
l(w) = tJ(w), n(w) = nJ(w). 
Proof. For each s E J, we define a subset & of (a, as in the case of X,. Then we 
have xJ,,s = x, fl @J. Let W = Sjp . . ..~i, be a reduced expression in W, with 
.rii E J. Let 7, = (Tl, . . , T,) and IJ,, = (T J.I, , TJ,,) be the sequences as- 
sociated to s = (si, , . . . , s;,) in Wand in WJ, respectively. Then the sequence 7J.., 
satisfies the condition (iii) in the theorem. On the other hand, we see easily that 
T: n 6?J = T& for each k. More precisely, we have Tf = TJk for each k. In 
fact, if IT:1 > iTjk), we have 1 Tz/ = e - 1. But then using the description of TF 
given in (1X3), we know that the set J contains a component of type &‘I, and 
that any element in Tt is contained in this component. It follows that Tt c flJ, 
which is a contradiction. 
Now we see that the sequence (TF, . . . , Ti) satisfies the condition (iii) in the 
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theorem. SO, w = sj, . . . sj,, is reduced in W. This implies that l(w) = P,(vv). The 
fact n(w) = nJ(w) then follows from Corollary 1.19. 
Finally let M, = si, . . sip be a reduced expression of u’ E W, with s;~ E S. We 
show that sil E J. Let (TP, . , T,,()) be the associated sequence. Then it follows 
from the previous discussion that Tf c QJ for any k. Now by induction on k, 
we may assume that s;, , . . , siL ~, E J. Since T, = L~i;’ .si;!,(Xs) for s = sii, we 
see that X, n @J # 0. This implies that s E J. Hence s;, , . . % s;,, E J, and the 
proposition follows. 0 
1.26. For each J c S, we define a subset RJ of Wby 
RJ = {w E w 1 lV(f2.J) c @I)}. 
For each J c S, let fin, be the set of Q E R such that supp o = supp p for some 
p E u6~. We define a subset Rj of W by 
R,O = {w E w 1 w(i&) c @o}. 
Since 0~ c fin,, we have RJ c ‘72,~. First we show the following lemma. 
Lemma 1.27. Let A, he theset qfsimple roots in 0,. Then w(Q,) c @po ifundonly 
ifw(AJ) C @o. 
Proof. The statement is trivial for J of type A,. Hence we may assume 
that J is of type BJr). In this case, & = {e/O), e2(‘) - e/O), : e,f’ - e,f! ,}. 
Asskne that w(&) c @a. Then “(e1(‘)) = e)” for some j > 1. Since 
w(ez - ei (0)) we have k > j and a = 0. Repeating this, we see that 
w(e/O)) = ek, 
= ef) _ e,(o), 
(‘) for i = 1,. ?m, with kl < kz < . . < k,,. This shows that 
The following results are proved in [BM] for Jof type B,(‘) ,, separately for n(rcx) 
and !(ws). 
Proposition 1.28. For each J c S, let RJ and RJ he as above. Then for w E Ry 
and w’ E WJ, we have 
(1.28.1) ~(N+v’) = !(vv) + e(,r’), n(ww’) = n(w) + n(w’). 
In the case where RJ = Rj, the set RJ gives rise to a complete set qf Coset rep- 
resentatives for W/ WJ. 
Proof. First we show 
(1.28.2) Let w be the element in Wsuch that l(w) is minimal among all the ele- 
ments in w WJ. Then w is contained in RJ. 
In fact, suppose that w $ RJ. Then by Lemma 1.27, there exists u,~ E AJ such 
that ~(a,?) 6 GO. Assume that (-Y, is a long root. Then e(ws) < e(w) by Lemma 
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1.21. Since s E J, this contradicts the minimality of IV. Next assume that o,T is a 
short root. There exists an integer f, 0 <f 5 r - 1 such that \~(a,) E pi,., . In 
this case, again by Lemma 1.21 we have e(ws’-l-f) = [(iv) + (e - 1 -f), and 
l( 
l.*‘Se+/) = [(,+#- ’ -f ) - (e - 1) = [(id,) -f. 
Hence!(M’S’-l) C( 1) g < u , a ain contradiction. This shows (1.28.2). 
Now the last statement follows from (1.28.2) together with (1.28.1). In fact, in 
the case where RJ = Rj, each coset of W/ WJ contains a minimal length ele- 
ment 1~ E RJ (with respect to !) by (1.28.2), which is unique by (1.28.1). Hence 
RJ coincides with the set of such representatives. Thus, we have only to show 
(1.28.1). 
Take it‘ E Rj and it” E WJ. Let ~$3 = s;, . s;, and 11” = s,,, si, be reduced 
expressions, and we consider the sequence (rp,. ,7;;) associated to 
s = (s,, . . , s;,,), and the sequence (T,“, . r,‘“) associated to s’ = (si, , , si,,). 
respectively. Let s” = (si, , . . . , si,>, s;, , . , s;,,). Then the associated sequence I,:, 
is expressed as 
‘T,? = ( T,“, , T,,‘“. T,“‘, . . , Tq”“), 
where T,,” = IV’-’ (Tk) for k = 1, . . : y. We shall show that I$ satisfies the con- 
dition (iii) in the theorem. 
First we note that ~1’ stabilizes the set Q\fi~. In fact, take ij E R\~>J. Then 
~“(9) E Qio since otherwise we have n(~;‘) > n~(u,‘), contradicting Proposition 
1.25. We show that iv’(p) E R. If /? is a long root, @ is written as /!I = e,(O) - e?’ 
for some a, with j > k. Then since p # GJ, either e,(O) is not contained in GJ ^or 
there exists an integer m (2 < m < j) such that eif’ - e!:), @ 6)~. 1.n any case, we 
see that u:‘(e)“) E @O and w’(p) E R. The case where /3 is a short root is similar. 
Since M” E W,, u” preserves the set fin. Hence w’ preserves the set Q\~?J. 
Now the relation Ti = M?‘-‘(Tk) implies that Ti n 62 = T,,!” = w’-‘( TF). 
This shows that the sets T,“’ satisfy the condition (iii) in the theorem. Note that 
Tt E Li?\ti_~ since w(p) E @po for any ,!? E Tf. This shows that TL” c L?\fi~. 
Since T,” (1 5 j < p) are contained in 03, T/” are disjoint from T,“. This 
proves that I,:, satisfies the condition (iii). Hence the sequences s” is reduced, 
and we have e(wt~‘) = e(~,) + [(it>‘). The formula n(i~\~‘) = H(\v) + nor’) now 
follows from Corollary 1.19 by using ITi01 = ITPI. Hence we get (1.28.1) and 
the proposition follows. 0 
Using the discussion in 1.5, one can convert Proposition 1.28 to the following 
right version. 
Corollary 1.29. For each J c S, let 
R; = {N E w 1 kc’ * n, c @o}, 
R;O = (11: E w I 11’-’ * fin, c @I)}. 
Then,for w E R; and M” E W,, we have 
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!(w’w) = !(w’) + l(w), n(w’w) = n(w’) + n(w). 
In the case where R3 = RJ”, the set RJ gives rise to a complete set of coset 
representatives for WJ\ W. 
Remark 1.30. The definition of RJ depends on the given root system @. How- 
ever, for a special case where RJ = Rj, the set RJ is characterized as the set of 
unique minimal length elements with respect to P(w) in each coset W \ WJ. 
Hence RJ is independent of the root system. Note that if QJ = f?J, we have 
RJ = Rj. Here IflJl is the number of hyperplanes on VJ attached to reflections 
in W,, and IfiJI is the number of hyperplanes on VJ obtained by restricting the 
hyperplanes on V with respect to W, where VJ is the subspace of V such that 
WJ c GL( VJ). So the condition IfiJI = If?~l is independent of the root system. 
Note that in our case only J of type I%$;“) (1 5 m 5 n) satisfies this condition. 
1.31. Let J be of the type Bj’! ,. Then RJ = RJ. We denote it by R,. For each 
k (1 5 k 5 n) and a (0 5 a < e - I), set 
Then it is easy to see that R, consists of all the elements wn(k, a). We have 
Hence byTheorem 1.11, we see that the expression ofW,l(k,a) given in (1.31.1) is 
reduced. Now by Proposition 1.28, any element M’ E W can be written uniquely 
in the form MI = u,,(k,. a,)w,_ 1 (kn_ 1, a,_ 1) . WI (kl, al), and the length func- 
tion are given by 
n(nj) = 5 n(Wi(kl,ui)), e(w) = 5 l(w;(k,,a;)). 
i=l i=l 
Then, as in [BM, Proposition 2.121, we can easily compute the polynomial 
C,&.r q”(“‘), namely we have 
(1.31.2) ,,.& q”(“‘) = ;fi, $$ 
where the right hand side coincides with the Poincare polynomial Pw(q) asso- 
ciated to the coinvariant algebra SW. 
Let tj = s; . . . s2ts2.. .s; be as before for i = 2,. ,n. We set tl = t. Then using 
the relation t,f’ = wi(i, a), we can verify the following formula. 
(1.31.3) kyt;) < !(t’) < . . . < P(y), 
(1.31.4) n(tj) < n(t,2) < . . . < n(ti”-1). 
The following theorem gives a characterization of the length function n(nj) in 
terms of the fundamental properties of the length function 4(\~). 
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Theorem 1.32. The length function n : W -+ N is the unique function sati&ving 
the following properties. 
(i) For each J c S, the restriction of n to W, coincides with ItJ. 
(ii) Let J be such that f?J = 0,. Then for any IV E RJ and w’ E WJ, we have 
n(ww’) = n(w) + n(w’). Also for any u” E WJ, w E RJ, we have n(w’w) = 
n(w’) + n(w). 
(iii) For any reflection s which is conjugate to an element in S, let e(s) be the 
order of s. Then we have 
0 < n(s) < n(s2) < . . < n(s”iS)P’). 
(iv) 
(Note that the usual length function .~!(KI) satisfies all the above properties except 
the lust one. Also note, in view of Remark 1.30, that all the properties are in- 
dependent of the choice of the root system @.i 
Proof. We know already from the previous discussion that n(w) satisfies all the 
properties in the theorem. We shall show, by induction on the rank n, that these 
properties determine the function n(w). In the case where n = 1, the function 
n(w) is determined by (i), (iii) and (iv). W e now assume that the function n(w) is 
alrady determined on WJ for any proper subset J c S. Let us take J of type 
B!‘! ,. Then by (ii), it is enough to determine n(wl) for u’ E RJ = R,,. Let 
\r = wn(k, u) E 72,. If either u = 0, or a # 0 and k # n, then )V E WJS,. Since s, is 
the minimal length element in the coset WJS,, the value n(w!) is determined by 
the second formula in (ii). Hence the remaining elements are II’ = LJn(n, a) = t,:‘. 
Now by using (ii) and (iv) we see that 
,A! q 41~~) = 1 + q + . . + 9”‘~ ’ ,/ 
Then substituting the already determined values n(jc) to it, we have 
c q”(“‘) = q(“-l)‘+l +, . +q’” IkJ+(e-11, 
1,’ = 1;; 
I5cr<e- I 
Using the property (iii), we see that n(t;:) = (n - 1)e + a. Thus all the values 
n(~,) are determined. This proves the theorem. 0 
Remark 1.33. If M” is obtained from IV by removing some factors of the reduced 
expression of ~1, then clearly e(u)‘) < [(w). The formula (1.31.3) is obtained in 
this way. So it would be more natural if one could use the similar property for 
n(M’) instead of the property (iii) in Theorem 1.32. However, as the following 
example shows, the above property does not hold in general for n(w); let 
II‘ = s2sJ tsz, and 1~ = szts2. Then w is a reduced expression and 1~’ is obtained 
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from w by removing $3. We have e(w) = 4 > P(w’) = 3. But n(w) = 4 5 
n(w’) = e + 1 if e > 3. 
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